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PocketBook Cloud 

 PocketBook Cloud functionality provides customers with several notable features:
      • Keeps user’s eBooks in one safe place: use this feature to be sure your book is 
secure.
      • Automatically synchronizing of Reading positions, Collections and Favorites to all of 
the platforms where a user can read book: Android, iOS and the Web. 

Now one can easily access the downloaded book from any device on each platform and 
continue reading from the point where one left off.
    This functionality is currently available only for customers of PocketBook partners’ 
bookstores.
    The list of stores can be found here: https://cloud.pocketbook.digital/browser/#/
find-store

Implemented:

Readers:
1. Processing of the PDF-formatted books was improved. Now the PDF files that con-

tain loads of illustrations can be opened and flipped more quickly.
2. Supporting more than one Adobe ID. 
3. Automatic Adobe ID registration makes the completion of DRM-protected books 

easy.
4. More comfortable work with DRM content:

• DRM-protected book download process displayed on acsm-link; 
• Book is opened once the acsm file processing is complete;
• Additional question windows are removed;
•	 Acsm file is removed from the device once DRM-protected book is opened.   

Library:
1. Library performance was enhanced in order to work more efficiently with a large 

number of books.
2. Favorites is a particular option for a book now. It is no longer a one of the Book-

shelves (now Collections) option.
3. Sorting fy file name in “By Folders” grouping added.
4. Sorting by series number in “Series” grouping added.
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Network and synchronization:
1. Dropbox updated authentication support added. 
2. Synchronization process is now displayed on the Status bar.
3. Ability to connect to Wi-Fi networks which contain apostrophe symbol in their 

name or password.

Other:
1. Browser optimization.
2. Added hyphenation dictionaries for Polish, Bulgarian and Norwegian languages.
3. Devices performance optimization.
4. Power consumption optimization.

Fixed:

1. Extra updates in the Library application.
2. In some cases, displaying incorrect date of the book opening using Sorting by date 

in the Library.
3. Sometimes, incorrect diplaying Italic font in .epub books.
4. Possible DjVu reader crash when flipping back some books.
5. Occasional misrecognition of Paging gesture in .pdf books.
6. In some case possible incorrect pinch-to-zoom gesture handling in DjVu-formatted 

books. 
7. Occasional premature page flipping while reading books via TTS service.
8. Some other minor bug fixes.


